Flute

Instruction Sheet No.IS630B

Installation Instructions for: 2425750 2425751 2425752
Safety
Follow the appropriate national wiring regulations. If in any doubt contact
a qualified Electrician.
Disconnect from mains supply before installation, maintenace
or replacing the lamp.
This product and the lamp reach maximum temperatures
rapidly. Take care when adjusting, relamping or cleaning.
SLI Lighting accepts no responsibility for modified products, or for the
affects of cleaning solvents, or for the accumalation of dust or dirt.
Do not interconnect Class III products with Class I or Class II.
Unless otherwise marked, products are IP20 (ordinary). Do not use in damp
or corrosive situations.
All products are suitable for use in ambient temperatures of 25º C. Suitable
for use indoors.
The product should not be covered with any heat insulating material, air
flow around the fitting should not be restricted. Note minimum distances to
adjacent surfaces.
Any enclosure which prevents normal heat dissipation around
uplighters/downlighters, may cause reduced performance, overheating
or risk of fire.
These products should be connected to the lighting circuit, or fused at
a maximum of 5A. If a dimmer is installed it must be specifically rated
as suitable for the equipment used.

The Slyvania Hi-Spot lamp

50W HI-SPOT ES50 GU10
OR
75W HI-SPOT ES63 GU10
Insert lamp as shown, and replace cowl.
DO NOT operate without cowl.

To remove cowl, hold base
steady and pull upwards.

After completing the installation note the suppliers name, address and
purchase date and hand this leaflet to the person responsible for lighting
maintenance for future reference.
The following symbols may be found on the product or labels:
This fitting is suitable for mounting on normally flammable surfaces.
Class II. Double insulated. This fitting must not be Earthed.
0.5m

Indicates the safest minimum distance of lamp from a flammable
surface.
The product or the Instruction Sheet use the following coding:
L - (Line/Live) Brown or Red.
N - (Neutral) Blue or Black
Follow these instructions carefully to ensure safe and reliable operation.
In case of any queries contact your supplier.

Avoid placing the product directly onto fabrics eg. carpeted floors etc.
and ensure that the product has been placed in a safe and secure
position.
Keep out of reach of children.

*

Allow 15 minutes cooling down period
This Electrical Product MUST be recycled.
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